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the encounters exceed a roll-control ratio of 0.2, a limit beneath which encounters are
considered acceptable by pilots.
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Nomenclature

a/c aircraft
b vortex spacing
Cl,wv normalized rolling momentum

induced by vortex
Cl,a/c maximum rolling momentum of

aircraft with full rudder deflection
N Brunt Väisälä frequency
RCR Roll-Control Ratio
rd radial distance between wake of

leader and track of following aircraft
t time
tb buffer between lidar time stamp

and time of flyby of follower
u axial velocity component
ua/c ground speed aircraft
w vertical velocity component
y lateral vortex position
z vertical vortex position

Greek
Γ vortex strength in terms of circulation
σ standard deviation

Subscript
n number of observations
0 initial value

Superscript
∗ normalized quantity

I. Introduction

Wake vortices [1], generated at the wings of air-
craft as a response to lift, can induce a potentially
hazardous rolling moment to any follower. This
can lead to dangerous situations, especially in the
terminal area, where pilots may not have enough
time to regain control over the aircraft at low alti-
tudes. To prevent accidents ICAO elaborated sep-
aration standards [2, 3] for specified aircraft pair-
ings that are currently under revision [4, 5]. Nev-
ertheless, these measures cannot fully evade wake
encounters in airport vicinity. Data collected by
the United Kingdom Civil Aviation Authority be-
tween the years 1982 and 1990 [6] contains 1089
incidents of which the vast majority occurred at
London Heathrow. In half of the cases the required
minimum separation was deceeded. An evaluation
of the Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS)
database by Münster and Schwarz [7] lists 488 re-
ported wake encounters and 58 incidents (physical
or personal damage) between the years 1999 and
2009 of which most occurred during approach and
landing. Most of the encountering aircraft were
medium-sized (75.8%) behind a medium (53%) or
heavy aircraft (41.3%). More recently, the ASRS
database lists 277 encounters reported by pilots be-
tween 01/2016 and 01/2018 in the USA.

Despite the availability of these pilot reports,
the real number of wake vortex incidents is, how-
ever, hard to estimate, as reports are not manda-
tory and even if they are filed there is no way to
tell whether the reported incident can indeed be
ascribed to wake turbulence or atmospheric turbu-
lence. Also, there is discrepancy between what pi-
lots report and what the flight recorders capture.
As a consequence there is a lack of reliable and
published statistical data about the number and
severity of wake vortex incidents in the glide slope.
Instead, various studies were performed to estimate
the encounter frequency based on models. Holzäpfel
et al. [9] developed the WakeScene package that
utilizes a model traffic mix, aircraft trajectories,
meteorological conditions, wake-vortex evolution,
and potential hazard areas to assess the encounter
probabilities for crosswind departures employing Monte
Carlo simulations in a domain ranging from the
runway to an altitude of 3000 ft above ground. A
simulation with a sample size of 100.000 approaches
of heavy aircraft with medium-sized followers [9]
confirmed that most encounters occur below an alti-
tude of 300 ft above ground [10], while the strongest
encounters were found at higher altitudes.

Schumann et al. simulated the number of en-
counters en-route based on a linear model over North
America in 46 days for radar-observed traffic [11]
and found that encounters typically occur at a hor-
izontal separation of 20-30 km and often for sim-
ilar flight directions. They state that with 26%
the largest fraction of these encounters occurs when
both aircraft are descending. Further, unpublished
long-term lidar measurements of wake vortices at
Charles de Gaulle airport suggest that in 3% of the
cases, the vortices are at least as close as 25 m in
radial distance to following landing aircraft in prox-
imity of the threshold [12].

In recent years DLR and NASA have collected
a respectable amount of lidar wake vortex field mea-
surements at major international airports themselves
with the goal to better understand wake vortex be-
havior at different generation altitudes under var-
ious meteorological conditions and to train their
fast-time models [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. The
DLR campaigns comprise measurements from Mu-
nich (WakeMUC) [20] and Frankfurt (WakeFRA)
[21], while the NASA dataset has been accomplished
at the airports of Memphis (MEM95, MEM13) [22,
23], Denver (DEN03) [24] and Dallas (DFW97) [25].
All measurements comprise the vortex position, cir-
culation and age as well as the time stamp of the
aircraft when passing the lidar measurement plane
that is oriented perpendicular to the flight direc-
tion.

In this study we analyze to which extent the ap-
plied separations conform with the ICAO and RE-
CAT standards by utilizing the lidar time stamps
and the aircraft types. Further, we estimate the
temporal buffer and distance between the vortices
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generated by a leading aircraft and the follower to
assess the number of potential wake encounters in
the glide slope. With this information we can con-
clude how the aircraft reacts on average during an
encounter. Instead of normalizing the wake vortex
parameters as usually, we employ dimensional data
in this study. As vortex transport due to cross-
wind is crucial for this analysis the vortices are cat-
egorized into luff and lee according to the lateral
drift observed in the first 9 measurements for each
landing. To evaluate the severity of the potential
encounters the roll-control-ratio is applied.

A. Measurements

The measurements of the employed field campaigns
differ in vortex generation height, traffic mix, me-
teorological conditions and also in their quality. In
order to produce robust results only landings are
employed that satisfy a certain quality standard.
Landings where either the luff or lee vortex mea-
surement does not meet the criteria |Γ∗

0,lidar−Γ∗
0,a/c| <

0.5, indicating poor quality measurements, are ex-
cluded from the NASA datasets. Γ∗ here stands for
the normalized circulation, derived by Γ/Γ0. For
the WakeMUC dataset the cases have been hand-
picked. From the WakeFRA campaign only land-
ings on runway 25R are utilized, although landings
from 25L are also available, however with nonuni-
form signal to noise ratios [19]. Further note, that
in the WakeFRA campaign only the landings of
heavy aircraft were captured such that in many
cases the follower might not be available in the mea-
surements. Due to the naturally large separations
during off-peak the concerned cases could not be
identified. The number of total and quality checked
landings distributes as listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Number of total and quality
checked landings.

campaign total quality checked

DFW97 208 190

MEM95 305 277

DEN03 772 764

WakeFRA 290 162

WakeMUC 907 374

MEM13 8183 7053

An overview of the vortex generation heights z0

and the approach velocity of the aircraft at the time
of flyby is depicted in Fig. 1. Most vortices have
been generated below 120 m such that the interac-
tion with the ground plays a significant role. As the
vortex pair descends as a result of mutual velocity
induction it approaches the ground and sheds off
secondary vorticity [1, 19]. The latter induces the
vortices an upwards directed velocity, causing them
to rebound [1, 19].

The approach velocity in the WakeMUC mea-
surements is not given for which reason it is as-
sumed to be 70 m/s. For the other campaigns the
median aircraft velocity amounts to 71.8 m/s, with
the approach at Denver airport being slower than at
the other airports. Further, the aircraft type in the
WakeMUC dataset is unknown, which is why the
aircraft weight is calculated from the measured ini-
tial vortex circulation. In all other campaigns the
weight and b0 can be determined from the aircraft
types.

B. Uncertainties

The employed wake vortex measurements are asso-
ciated with uncertainties with respect to the lim-
ited lidar resolution, processing of the lidar derived
velocity spectra to compute vortex position and cir-
culation, lidar time stamp and finally aircraft ini-
tial conditions. According to a study by Köpp et
al., who compared the 2-µm pulsed Doppler lidar
of DLR and the 10-µm continuous wave Doppler
lidars from ONERA and QinetiQ, the standard de-
viations were σerr,z = 9 m, σerr,y = 12 m and
σerr,Γ = 13 m2/s. The uncertainties about the air-
craft initial conditions and the lidar time stamps
remain unknown. The relative aircraft position is
wherever available derived from the GPS signal and
lidar position. Otherwise the position is computed
from the first lidar measurement. Further uncer-
tainty is imposed by the missing capability of the
lidar algorithm to track vortices after they have de-
cayed to a certain extent due to their declining co-
herency. Our measurements show that most vor-
tices with a circulation less than 0.5Γ0 cannot be
tracked anymore. Therefore, this study can only
reveal encounters with still coherent vortices, while
many encounters with less coherent vortices may
remain undetected.

II. Applied Separation

Fig. 2 depicts both the temporal and spatial
separation of the aircraft pairings in the dataset.
The temporal separations in all campaigns are very
much alike with the exception of WakeFRA. Frank-
furt features two parallel runways that cannot fully
be used independently. However, we only employed
landings from 25R which explains this deviation
from the other campaigns. Most pairings exhibit a
separation of about 110 s. The spatial separations
distribute very similar as the temporal with regard
to their shape. Here, the maximum lies at 4 nauti-
cal miles, with exception of WakeFRA where most
pairings feature a separation of 8 nautical miles.

With the aircraft types of the leading and fol-
lowing aircraft the required separation can be de-
rived from a look-up table. In a next step this
can be compared to the applied separation between
the two aircraft. The results are illustrated in Fig.
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Fig. 1: Distribution of vortex generation height and approach velocity.
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Fig. 2: Temporal and spatial separation be-
tween the aircraft.

3. The left column depicts the number of landings
against the applied separation, clustered into the
separations that should have been applied following
the ICAO or RECAT rules [2, 3, 5, 26]. As Mem-
phis airport already applied the RECAT separation
during the latest field measurements the MEM13
campaign is analyzed separately. We assume that
radar separation always amounts to 2.5 nm which
can only be applied under favorable conditions. Oth-
erwise, it amounts to 3 nm such that our evaluation
is conservative concerning critical separation dis-
crepancy. While the vast majority of the pairings
fell under an ICAO separation of 2.5 nm for the
MEM95, DFW97, DEN06, WakeFRA and Wake-
MUC campaigns, most separations in the MEM13
field campaign were assigned to 3 nm according to
RECAT.

The discrepancy between required and applied
separation is illustrated in the right column of Fig.
3 - both if ICAO and RECAT standards were ap-
plied. Negative values denote under-separation. These
results suggest, that under-separation occurs in 2.6%
of the landings in the MEM95, DFW97, DEN06,
WakeFRA and WakeMUC campaigns. In 0.3% of

the landings the under-separation exceeds 1 nm.
These cases can mainly be assigned to the landings
where 5 nm ICAO separations should have been ap-
plied. It is interesting that the difference between
ICAO and RECAT rules is negligible for the an-
alyzed traffic mix. In the MEM13 dataset in only
0.8% of the landings under-separation occurs and in
0.06% of the pairings an under-separation of 1 nm is
exceeded under the applicable RECAT rules. Here,
the difference to the ICAO rules is much larger as
RECAT allows a smaller separation to the leader
for the very frequently DC10 and MD11 aircraft of
FedEx that approach Memphis airport.

Note, that this illustration only shows the tem-
poral overlap between the follower and the wake
of the leading aircraft but not the distance to the
wake. Even if there is a temporal overlap of 50 s
the wake can already be distant enough to pose no
danger.

III. Identification of Possible Wake
Vortex Encounters

To identify an encounter in our dataset the time
stamp of the lidar measurement must be within a
specified time interval centered at the time of flyby
of the follower and its position must be close enough
to the the measured vortex core.

A. Temporal buffer

In a first step we evaluate the temporal buffer be-
tween each last measured vortex of a recorded wake
track and the time of flyby of the follower. Fig. 4 il-
lustrates the distribution of these buffers, with neg-
ative values denoting an overlap. Temporal over-
laps can especially be found in the MEM13 and
DEN03 campaigns. This can be referred to the fact
that the NASA lidar algorithm is capable of iden-
tifying 4 wake vortices at a time, given their sepa-
ration is not too small. In contrast, vortices in the
DLR dataset are usually only tracked until the fol-
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Fig. 3: Applied separation clustered according to the applicable ICAO and RECAT stan-
dards.

lowing aircraft passes the measurement plane, with
the exception of a few manually processed land-
ings. Therefore, the interest does not solely lie
upon buffers below but mainly upon buffers just
around zero. Vortices with a temporal buffer below
zero that were obviously tracked incorrectly are ne-
glected.

The probability that the luff vortex can still be
detected 20 s before the follower arrives amounts
to 11.5% on average in our dataset. It reduces to
7.1% for 10 s and to 2.4% for a buffer of 0 s. Due to
the interaction with the ground the lee vortex usu-
ally is shorter-lived than the luff vortex [19]. Con-
sequently we would expect the buffers of the lee
vortex to be larger. This trend is, however, only
pronounced in the WakeMUC dataset. Therefore,
similar probabilities are observed for the lee vor-
tices.

B. Spatio-temporal buffer

Note, that this does not yet give any indication on
the number of encounters, as the distance between
the wake and the follower has been neglected so
far. By comparing the time and position of the
individual lidar measurements with the time the
of flyby and position of the following aircraft we
can calculate the distance of the wake from the
flight path. Fig. 5 depicts the lateral distance
of all measured vortices relative to the flight track

0 10 20 30 40 50 60
tb [s]

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

P

luff
lee

Fig. 4: Cumulative distribution of the tem-
poral buffer between the last measured wake
generated by the leader and time of flyby of
the follower through the measurement plane
for the luff and lee vortex.

of the follower. Negative y-values indicate the luff
and positive y-values the lee direction. Green and
red measurements denote vortices that have been
tracked within a time interval of ± 10 s relative to
the flyby of the follower. This analysis illustrates
that the lee vortex is usually transported out of
the glide slope, whereas a considerable part of the
luff vortex measurements overlap with the track of
the follower. This is also the case for the vortices
in temporal proximity to the flyby of the follower,
rendering an encounter with the luff vortex poten-
tially more likely than with the lee vortex (see also
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[19]). The fact that some of the lee vortex measure-
ments can be found on the luff side can be owed to
the crosswind being variable, especially under low-
wind conditions, such that the categorization of the
vortices into luff and lee based on the drift of the
first measurements may be flawed at later times.

Furthermore, the results indicate that some of
the vortices that can still be tracked within the
buffer of ± 10 s are located within a lateral dis-
tance of less than 50 m. Although in the majority
of the cases the vortices have already reached an age
of above 60 s vortex strengths of above 300 m2/s
can be found. Nevertheless, the results also under-
pin that a large part of the vortices is advected and
poses no danger to the follower.

To further limit the number of possible encoun-
ters Fig. 6 illustrates the vertical against the lateral
vortex position relative to the position of the fol-
lowing aircraft. Again, a time interval of ± 10 s is
applied to detect vortices in temporal proximity of
the follower flyby (red and green symbols). Note,
that the underlying dataset comprises various vor-
tex generation altitudes which are connected with
different vortex behavior. For this reason the plot
features a transition at about -50 m that is caused
by the ground in the measurements with low vortex
generation altitudes.

Due to their property to descend most of the
vortices are located below the position of the fol-
lower, especially when generated at high altitudes.
In ground proximity, however, the vortices may re-
bound and even rise above their generation alti-
tude. It is remarkable that in the plots nearly all
vortices that can still be tracked at the time of flyby
are located below the follower, although the dataset
contains a large amount of landings with vortex
generation altitudes below 2b0 where rebound is ex-
pected.

A statistical analysis of wake distance from the
following aircraft for various buffers tb is depicted
in Fig. 7. As already inferred from Fig. 6, the
number of measured luff vortices being close to the
track of the follower exceeds the respective number
for the lee vortex. In the interval 0 < tb < 20 s
the luff vortex of the leading aircraft still persisted
in a radial distance of below 50 m (25 m) to the
follower in 348 (48) measurements. For the interval
−10 < tb < 10 s this number still amounts to 153
(31).

Fig. 8 shows this statistics in terms of land-
ings rather than in terms of measurements for the
time buffer interval of −10 < tb < 10 s. At 138
(25) landings the luff vortex of the leader has been
detected in a radial distance below 50 m (25 m)
of the follower. This number corresponds to 1.6%
(0.3%) of all analyzed landings (8820). For the lee
vortex these numbers are with 35 (2) landings, cor-
responding to 0.4% (0.02%), substantially smaller.
We find that the initial altitudes of the aircraft in
this subset were all below 90 m, which can be ac-

counted to the less pronounced rebound of the vor-
tices if generated above this altitude. Fig. 9 illus-
trates that the probability of an encounter with the
luff vortex increases for decreasing initial altitudes
and decreases to zero below an altitude of 50 m,
where the rebound of the luff vortex is suppressed
for increasing crosswind speeds [19] and where vor-
tex decay is further enhanced due to vortex-ground
interaction and end-effects [27, 28]. Including only
measurements with z0 < 90 m, the probability to
detect the luff vortex within 50 m (25 m) radial dis-
tance of the follower increases to 1.8% (0.3%). For
landings with z0 below 50 m this number further in-
creases to 3.6% (1.5%). In contrast, the probability
to encounter the lee vortex decreases with lower al-
titudes, which can be referred to the stronger inter-
action with the ground for lower generated vortices
that leads to an increased divergence of the vortex
pair. The increased encounter probability between
50 m and 60 m altitude confirms that the height
ranges utilized for safety cases for example for RE-
CAT EU are reasonable.

Compared to Holzäpfel et al. [9] our values are
significantly lower. They find that the frequency to
encounter a vortex below 300 ft within a distance
of 30 m with a circulation of at least 200 m2/s (100
m2/s) amounts to 6% (4%). These numbers corre-
spond to 0.12% (0.40%) in our study for a temporal
overlap of ±10 s.

IV. Encounter Severity

A. Roll-Control Ratio

In order to correctly classify the detected encoun-
ters the severity of the incident must be assessed.
An often applied severity measure is the Roll-Control
Ratio (RCR) [29]. It is the ratio of the rolling mo-
mentum Cl,wv that is imposed on the aircraft and
the maximum rolling momentum Cl,a/c that it can
achieve with full rudder deflections.

RCR =
Cl,wv

Cl,a/c
(1)

We assume Cl,a/c = −0.1 which is an average over
various aircraft types based on Schwarz and Hahn
[30]. Schwarz and Hahn [29] concluded from flight
simulator tests that pilots rated wake encounters
with RCRs below 0.2 as acceptable. Nevertheless,
in their simplified hazard area prediction (SHAPe)
model they also include RCRs of 0.1 as hazard ar-
eas.

The induced rolling momentum Cl,wv is com-
puted according to Hennemann [31] based on the
vertical velocity component w, axial velocity com-
ponent u and aircraft speed ua/c. Cl,wv is normal-
ized by dividing by dynamic pressure, wing area
and half wing span [31], which leads to Eqn. (2).
Note, that this is a German convention and that
the full wing span is employed for normalization in
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Fig. 5: Lateral position of the vortices (all measurements) relative to the position of the
following a/c. The circulation is color-coded. Red and green vortices denote a temporal
overlap of ± 10 s of the measurement relative to the time the follower passes.

the USA.

Cl,wv =
8

B2

ˆ B/2

−B/2

√
1−

(
y

B/2

)2

· arctan

(
w(y)

u(y) + ua/c

)
y dy

(2)

We assume that the encountering aircraft flies par-
allel to the vortex such that the axial velocity com-
ponent equals 0. Further, we set the vortex core
radius rc to 3.5% of the wing span as suggested
by Schwarz and Hahn [29]. The velocity fields of
the vortex pairs are derived from the Burnham-
Hallock vortex model [32], taking into account the
measured vortex circulation. To model the effect of
the ground image vortices [33] are introduced.

B. Results

The RCR is computed for all landings where the
following aircraft passed the measurement plane in
a time interval of ± 10 s of a valid vortex mea-
surement. For each landing only the measurement
with the smallest time difference to the flyby is
picked. The flow field is discretized with a spatial
resolution of dy = dz = 1 m. If both the mea-
surements of the luff and lee vortices are available
the velocity field is computed based on the vortex
pair. Otherwise only a single vortex is employed to
derive the velocity field. The resulting RCRs to-
gether with the vortex positions are plotted in Fig.
10. We find that the maximum RCR in the ana-
lyzed dataset amounts to |RCR| = 0.22 and is thus

above the value of 0.2 below which encounters have
been rated acceptable by pilots [29]. In that case a
B777 aircraft (heavy according to ICAO or upper
heavy according to RECAT) encounters the vortex
pair with a remaining circulation of 350 m2/s of a
leading aircraft of the same type. This encounter
situation is displayed in Fig. 11 and shows the fol-
lower just above the luff vortex. The vortex was
measured 5.8 s before the flyby of the leading air-
craft. During the encounter the follower does not
only experience a rolling-momentum but also, ad-
ditional to the crosswind, a weak vortex-induced
sidewind component of 0.1 m/s (at the center of
the fuselage) and a downdraft of 1.8 m/s (averaged
over the wingspan).

The second most severe encounter involves a
MD11 (heavy according to ICAO or lower heavy
according to RECAT) entering the luff vortex of a
leading MD11 (see 12). Although the vortices only
have a remaining circulation of 189 m2/s (luff) and
240 m2/s (lee) the |RCR| amounts to 0.20 as a re-
sult of the small distance to the vortex core and the
small vortex separation. In the MEM13 campaign
low divergence can often be observed. We suppose
that this is related to the interaction of the vortices
with the forest canopy as discussed in Delisi et al.
[34]. The aircraft further experiences an additional
sidewind component of 1.6 m/s and a downdraft of
2.0 m/s, transporting it eventually downward into
a region with even higher rolling momentum.

In both cases the vortices first descend and then
rebound up to flight altitude before being encoun-
tered by the follower. As a result of the interac-
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Fig. 6: Position of the vortices (all measurements) relative to the position of the following
a/c. The circulation is color-coded. Red and green vortices denote a temporal overlap of
± 10 s of the measurement relative to the time the follower passes.

tion with the ground the vortex spacing would be
expected larger after rebound. However, in the dis-
cussed cases this is only observed for the B752 land-
ing.

Overall, the RCR exceeds 0.2 (0.1) at 7 (13)
landings which corresponds to 0.13% (0.24%) of all
aircraft pairings. If only landings for z0 < 90 m are
evaluated the percentage increases to 0.13% (0.26%).
For z0 < 50 m the RCR never exceeds 0.1 and is
only at 2 landings above 0.1 (0.55%). For some
measurements relatively large RCRs are identified
in a lateral distance of 40 m or more of the aircraft.
This is either due to the other vortex of the pair
being closer to the following aircraft or due to the
relatively small size of the follower combined with
high remaining circulation of the vortices. Keep in
mind, that in some cases the luff and lee direction
could not be assigned to the vortices correctly due
to varying wind conditions.

V. Conclusion

This paper analyzes a dataset that contains li-
dar measurements of the wake vortices generated
by 5431 aircraft during final approach to assess the
probability of wake vortex encounters during this
phase. The measurements have been accomplished
by NASA at the airports of Memphis, Denver and
Dallas and by DLR at Frankfurt and Munich air-
port. Beside the position, circulation and age of
the vortices the measurements also contain the time
of flyby and the type of the vortex-generating and
following aircraft. In a first step we utilize this in-
formation to compute the applied separation and
compare it with the required separation accord-
ing to ICAO and RECAT. In the campaigns where
ICAO separation is applied under-separation occurs
in 2.6% of the landings. Large non-conservative de-
viations from the rules mostly occur for a separa-
tion of 5 nm. The newest Memphis campaign ex-
hibits under-separation in only 0.8% of the landings
(RECAT separation).
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Fig. 7: Distribution of the radial distance
between the follower and the measured wake
vortex positions of the leader for the luff and
lee vortex.

In 7.1% of the landings the wake vortices of the
leading aircraft can still be sensed 10 s or less be-
fore the follower arrives. Further, we find that that
the luff vortex has been detected in a radial dis-
tance below 50 m (25 m) of the follower in 1.6%
(0.3%) of the landings within a temporal buffer
of ±10 s. If only landings with initial altitudes
below 50 m are evaluated, where encounters are
more likely due to the vortex rebound, this num-
ber increases to 3.6% (1.5%). Due to the lateral
transport, caused by the vortex ground-interaction
overlaid by crosswind, the probability to encounter
the lee vortex is considerably smaller. We also find
that the probability of an encounter with the luff
vortex increases with decreasing altitude and de-
creases again slightly below an altitude of 50 m.
Note, that our numbers are below the 3% found by
Treve. However, we neither know the exact alti-
tude interval of their measurements nor the quality
of their data.

In the identified cases where an encounter might
have occurred most vortices are located below the
following aircraft, which can partly be attributed to
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Fig. 8: Distribution of the radial distance be-
tween the follower and the temporal closest
wake of the leader for each landing for the
luff and lee vortex for a temporal buffer of
±10 s.
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Fig. 9: Percentage of vortices within a radial
distance of 50 m or 25 m of the following
aircraft for a temporal buffer of ±10 s for a
given z0 of the leader or below.

the z0 distribution in our dataset and the rebound
of the vortices being limited. However, even in the
cases where the vortices are generated in ground
proximity the rebound rarely exceeds the initial al-
titude z0.

To assess the encounter severity of the cases
where the vortices were in proximity of the follow-
ing aircraft the roll-control ratio [29, 35] is com-
puted. This measure is derived from the remain-
ing vortex circulation, its relative position to the
follower and the specifications of the following air-
craft. It specifies the ability of the follower to counter-
act the rolling-momentum imposed by the vortex.
We find that a value of 0.2, below which pilots
rated wake encounters as acceptable, is exceeded at
2 landings which corresponds to 0.02% of the ap-
proaches in this dataset. A roll-control ratio of 0.1
is exceeded at 13 landings (0.24%). This demon-
strates that although many vortices still hover in
the vicinity of the glide path, severe encounters oc-
cur rarely in the analyzed dataset. This can be re-
ferred to the characteristics of the vortices to be ad-
vected by the wind and to descend. Only if they re-
bound up to flight altitude at low crosswind speed,
that compensates the divergence they experience in
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Fig. 10: Absolute roll-control ratio for vortex measurements with a temporal overlap of
± 10 s relative to the time the follower passes. For each landing only the measurement
with the smallest time difference to the flyby is picked.
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Fig. 11: Most severe encounter (RCR = 0.22)
in the dataset of a Boeing 777 in the wake of
an aircraft of the same type.

ground proximity, a severe encounter can occur.
However, the probability of a vortex encounter

increases with decreasing initial altitude z0. A fur-
ther study that features a larger amount of landings
captured below 50 m would thus be very valuable.
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